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775 $a Tunica $d Gulf $e Louisiana $f none $g Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim Lorentz (review)

775 $a Haas, Mary R. $b 1940 $c Tunica $e Handbook of American Indian Languages vol* IV, 13-34 $g

New York: j. J. Augustin $q informant $r unknown $R but extensive

775 $a XKTQNATXON $A The pitch contour of all phrases in Tunica is fundamentally the same except

for differences in phrase final melody. Thus, the first stressed syllable of a phrase is

pitched a major second higher than all preceding and following syllables, which are themselves

monotone. However, the final syllable of a phrase which bears a high or falling tone and the

last stressed syllable of a phrase which bears a low or rising tone are both pitched a minor

third higher than preceding monofonic syllables. High tone simply maintains this minor third
pitch on the final syllable. Falling tone "slides quickly downward about a perfect fourth or

fifth" from the minor third pitch, (p. 20) For low and rising tone a pitch drop of a perfect

fourth or fifth occurs on the syllable immediately following the last stressed syllable. Low

tone simply maintains this perfect fourth or fifth drop. In rising tone there Is a quick rise

(from low tone pitch) "upward about a minor third" on the final (voiced) syllable of the

phrase, (p. 20) Every phrase in Tunica is subject to one of the above phrase final melodies,

(p. 14) There is one exception: a "falling-rising" melody occurs with the one monosyllabic word
meaning "yes." No other conditions are given by the source for the occurrence or non-occurrence
of the other four phrase-final melodies, and yet the distribution of these four tonal contours
does not appear to be random. The following general rules for the distribution of phrase final

melodies appear to be consistent with the data presented in the source (p. 19-20): (1) Low tone
always occurs sentence finally except in direct quotes and first person narratives. (2) Rising
tone occurs in every phrase which is not the final phrase of a sentence, except the last phrase
of a sentence internal direct quote. This fact makes rising tone by far the most frequent tone

in Tunica, since most sentences consist of more than two phrases (at least in "Tunica Texts").

There are a few exceptions to this rule where low-tone marks a phrase which is not sentence
final. The conditions under which this occurs are not clear. (3) High and falling tone only
occur on the final phrase of a direct quote and in (nearly) all sentence final phrases of first
person narratives. These two tones appear to be allophonic variants, perhaps free variants,
since they appear to occur under identical conditions. High and falling tone, which are always
placed on the ultima, induce penultimate stress loss or displacement. Certain words, however,
appear to be resistant to stress loss, such as the word for "good," and consequently high and
falling melody cannot occur when such words end a direct quote phrase (or a sentence in first
person narrative). In such cases, low or rising tone is substituted for high/falling tone.
Additionally, rising tone is

(

used in the final phrase of a direct quote which is a question,
regardless of the stress of the preceding syllable. Low and rising tone can occur on the

penultimate syllable of a phrase if the phrase ends in [(h). k.u). Otherwise, all tones fall on
the final syllable of a phrase. Phrases are also set off from one another by pauses. EJL1

775 $a LONG VOWELS ( KON-DISTIKCTIVE ) $A "Vowel length is nonphonemic in Tunica. Certain imitative
words, however, are normally uttered with over long vowels." (Haas 1953, p. 190)
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775 *a MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF HORDS $A "The Tunica language is mildly synthetic in structure.
?• • "It

Pa
r*

a«lu*'»ative though it also employs a limited amount of fusion?"Suffixation is the major morphological process. "The structural elements of the word are a stemand one or more affixes. Stems may be primary or secondary. Secondary stems are built up bymeans of the forma tional techniques of affixation. . .and juxtaposition (i.e. the placingtogether of two primary stems)." (p. 35)
p s

775 $a PHONOLOGICAL UORD $A Words consist of various numbers of syllables, including "one or morestressed syllables but these are never contiguous." (p. 13) As can be inferred from the syllablecanon, words must begin with a consonant, may have medial consonant clusters of two or threeconsonants, and final clusters of up to two consonants. There are no vowel clusters. Thephrase, rather than the word, is a phonological unit. There are special phrase final Intonationpatterns (see note on intonation) accompanied by segmental modifications, including voweldeletion, addition of final /n/, and vowel reduplication.

775 $a STRESS $A "All stems... have an intrinsic stress." (p. 27) "All free stems and most boundstems have an intrinsic primosyllabic stress, while the remaining bound stems have an intrinsic^m
P
"7n

S£^ i,-

e
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8
,
WMch 15 Placed °n ^atever prefix is attached to Shestem (p. 27) "Stressed syllables are differentiated from unstressed syllables on the basis ofthe force with which they are uttered, the 'former being uttered with greater force than the

i?th « freSS
!

SV
,\ ?

ble* ™v also be uttered on a somewhat higher pitch than that employedw th unstressed syllables but this is not an essential point of difference. There are, however,circumstances under which a stressed syllable will tend to be uttered on a higher Ji tch thanthat used with other syllables, stressed or unstressed. These circumstances depend on the
position of the stressed syllable within the phrase." (p.19) See remarks on phrase melodtes.

775 01
$A The stops and affricate are "moderately aspirated." (p. 17) "Moreover, .-. .the aspiration tendsto be stronger when the stop initiates a stressed syllable and weaker when it does not!" (p?m

775 " ^ ^/s -hacek-«sPj rated, s-hacek/ are "articulated by placing the blade of the tongue lust backof the alveolar ridge." They are described as "blade-cacuminal." (p.17f)
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775 08 $A /glottal stop/ "always consists of a strong glottal closure." (p. 17)

775 09 SA /h/ "occurs in several varieties ranging from a strongly spirantal sound approaching txl to ^
a very weak aspiration or even, in allegro speech, hiatus." "Before a voiceless stop "h/^ -
approaches IxJ ... Before /glottal stop/ it is a moderately short aspiration followed^by a'

'

quick whispered vowel of the same timbre as the immediately preceding vo*??.„ In word initial

syUab^'tt ^T^3
,

0
' V" syllable.

.
.and at the beginning of a phrase-\Tnllsyllable ,t is a moderately strong aspiration.... In intervocalic position at the beginning

ILTohT =nH
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yU
?
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fJ
Wee" 3 WGak Ration (...usCally... in lentospeech).. .and hiatus (...often. ..in allegro speech)." (p. 18)

775 10 $A /i, u/ are described as "somewhat close." (p. 15)

775 ,1 $A /e, o/ are described as "somewhat close mid."

775 U
Ingnsh^meiJ" "l"*""

CW ^ '** °f *™Ush but not so close as of

775 13 $A "/a/ is a low mixed vowel." (p. 15) , .

Ups
T

^ s^gK?" fp.H?**"'
°' U/ iS^ " ,nward" tha" "outward," i.e. the protrusion of the

+l
V
«l°+

d "St0PS of
e
extreme

iy
l^ited occurrence, each of them appearing in not more thantwo or three stems.... Some of these words are obviously of foreign origin and it may be thatultimately all of them will be found to be of such origin." (p. 18)

$A /f/ is "limited in occurrence to... the stem" for the word "coffee." (p. 18)

hi^0^ 1

+
t0p/ appears *° ?ccuPy a special status in Tunica phonology, viz. (1) its presencehas no effect on vowel assimilation and vowel deletion rules (i.e. its presence s optional!2) its presence as right environment does not require sonorant devoicing? (whereas all Sther(voiceless) consonants trigger sonorant devoicing. ) These two facts indicate that /gtottalstop/ ,n Tunica behaves quite differently than other "normal" consonants. UL1

/3l°tial

775 33 $A /e, epsilon, o, o-open/ are "...relatively rare except in stressed syllables." (p. 15)
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775 60 $A Stops and affricates are unaspirated before /glottal stop/.

775 61 $A /n, 1, r-trill/ are voiceless "before consonants except /glottal stop/ and in phrase-final
position." (p. 18) (/n/ is apparently voiceless even before itself or other voiced continuants.
Compare /I/ and /r-trill/ which are voiced before voiced continuants.)

775 62 $A Vowels are nasalized before /n/ in the same syllable.

775 63 $A "In phrase-final position a /u/ preceded by /k-aspirated/ or /h.k-aspirated/ is unvoiced in

the event that the phrase-final melody is placed on the penultimate vowel." (p. 15)


